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Introduction
On the weekend of her wedding, Clare Hobbes meets an elderly woman
named Edith Herron. During the course of a single conversation, Edith
gives Clare the courage to do what she should have done months
earlier: break off her engagement to her charming—yet overly
possessive—fiancé.
Three weeks later, Clare learns that Edith has died—and has given her another gift. Nestled in
crepe myrtle and hydrangea and perched at the marshy edge of a bay in a small seaside town
in Delaware, Blue Sky House now belongs to Clare. Though the former guest house has been
empty for years, Clare feels a deep connection to Edith inside its walls, which are decorated
with old photographs taken by Edith and her beloved husband, Joseph.
Exploring the house, Clare finds two mysterious ledgers hidden beneath the kitchen sink. Edith,
it seems, was no ordinary woman—and Blue Sky House no ordinary place. With the help of her
mother, Viviana, her surrogate mother, Cornelia Brown, and her former boyfriend and best
friend, Dev Tremain, Clare begins to piece together the story of Blue Sky House—a decadesold mystery more complex and tangled than she could have imagined. As she peels back the
layers of Edith’s life, Clare discovers a story of dark secrets, passionate love, heartbreaking
sacrifice, and incredible courage. She also makes startling discoveries about herself: where
she’s come from, where she’s going, and what—and who—she loves.
Questions for Discussion
1. When Edith first steps into Blue Sky House, she feels her husband Joseph’s presence
everywhere, and she experiences the house as “forthright and decent and kind.” When
Clare enters the house decades later, she also feels a human presence. Have you ever
found a house or some other specific place to have a personality?
2. Clare admires her fiancée, Zach, as a person who “tries so hard to be good,” even when
it doesn’t come easily to him, and she appreciates his desire to be different from his
cold, judgmental family. Have you ever known a person like this? Do you understand
why Clare would be attracted to these qualities?
3. What do you make of Clare’s relationship with Zach?
4. Edith and Joseph are both photographers. How do their photographs reflect their
personalities?

5. Edith feels that she does not “fit” into the social world of small town 1950s. Can you
relate to her discomfort?
6. When Edith and Joseph see the flock of white herons take flight, Joseph says, “’That
was you. You, you. That’s what you have been to me. Exactly.’” What do you think he
means by this?
7. What do you make of Edith’s decision to take George Graham up on his proposal, in
spite of the risks?
8. Why do you think Edith decides to start keeping the “shadow ledger”?
9. What do you think of Clare’s relationship with Dev? Do you understand her decision to
go to a different college from him and later to break up with him?
10. Why do you think Clare decides to ask Dev to help her solve the mystery of Blue Sky
House?
11. What do you make of Edith’s friendship with John?
12. When Clare is out in Edith’s canoe, she has the realization that “[S]ome things you
decide and some things you choose and some things just are.” Do you know what she
means? Have you ever felt this way?
13. Early in the novel, Joseph tells Edith, “I’ll be your blue sky.” Later, Edith tells Clare, “The
ones who look like home are home. They’re where you go.” Do these sentiments
resonate with you?

